
Stop toiling over third party risk
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VISO TRUST is the leading Third Party Risk Management (TPRM) Platform for the modern enterprise. 
We extract risk intelligence from documents, assets, and networked information to deliver fast and
accurate vendor assessments.

Effective TPRM is more than just a safeguard; it's a
crucial competitive advantage that enables rapid
innovation while eliminating risk. Existing TPRM
approaches have significant tradeoffs often
resulting in inadequate risk mitigation and broken
processes.

Meet VISO TRUST
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Powered by Artifact Intelligence
In 10 seconds our AI extracts risk-relevant information that takes an expert 10+ hours to do manually. We operate on
artifacts—defined as any piece of information that contains evidence of security controls—and vendors simply share
audits, config files, policy documents, and other artifacts that have been already created by their security programs. 

Backed by experts
We guarantee 100% accuracy of our assessments. Every assessment is reviewed by a team of experts and escalation is
one click away, 24/7.

Built on a robust framework
The VISO Risk Framework, based on NIST 800-53, spans risk dimensions including Security, Privacy, AI Trust, Resilience,
and Product Security and their most meaningful controls mapped to 30+ common frameworks. 

Enriched by network intelligence
Go beyond the insight from a single assessment to understand program risk through a network lens. We aggregate data
from diverse public and private sources to build understanding of who does business with whom so that you’re
prepared in the event of a vendor breach. 

Ratings are inaccurate
and incomplete

Automated tool insights
are impractical

Real risk reduction at
the speed of business

Questionnaires
are slow

Manual analysis is expensive
and time-consuming



Vendor adoption  
98%

Average assessment
time

5-7 days
Reduction in 

staff expenses
Accuracy,

guaranteed

90% 100%

Go from risk management to risk mastery

Get started

Begin assessing vendors immediately with a free trial. 

Sign up today at VISOTRUST.COM
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Powerful features, transformative results

Continuous due diligence
Our automation manages relationship lifecycle events like remediation, periodic re-assessment, and risk acceptance. Real-time
monitoring notifies you of vendor and fourth party breaches. We deliver continuous insights at both a vendor relationship and
program level to ensure compliance and comprehensive risk mitigation.

Take action with clear recommendations and one-click remediation

Smart artifact collection
Real-time artifact analysis simplifies document
collection process, achieving 98% vendor adoption.

Integrations
Our platform seamlessly integrates with tools like
Coupa, Netskope, Slack, and ServiceNow, enhancing
your existing workflows and ensuring smooth data
synchronization. These integrations allow you to build
a program that works for your enterprise.


